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Abstract
As STEM education matures, the field will profit from tools that support teacher growth
and that support rich instruction. A central design issue concerns domain specificity.
Can generic classroom observation tools suffice, or will the field need tools tailored to
STEM content and processes? If the latter, how much will specifics matter? This article
begins by proposing desiderata for frameworks and rubrics used for observations of
classroom practice. It then addresses questions of domain specificity by focusing on the
similarities, differences, and affordances of three observational frameworks widely
used in mathematics classrooms: Framework for Teaching, Mathematical Quality of
Instruction, and Teaching for Robust Understanding. It describes the ways that each
framework assesses selected instances of mathematics instruction, documenting the
ways in which the three frameworks agree and differ. Specifically, these widely used
frameworks disagree on what counts as high quality instruction: questions of whether a
framework valorizes orderly classrooms or the messiness that often accompanies
inquiry, and which aspects of disciplinary thinking are credited, are consequential.
This observation has significant implications for tool choice, given that these and other
observation tools are widely used for professional development and for teacher
evaluations.
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Prolog: Definitions, Constraints, and Theoretical Perspective
The evolution and improvement of STEM education requires tools that support teacher
growth and enhance instruction. Will extant, across-the-boards tools for observing
instruction suffice, or will such tools need to be STEM-specific? If the latter, how
important will it be to focus on the details of STEM content, practices, and pedagogy?
Will any validated “standards based” approach to STEM in general or a particular
STEM discipline suffice, or might there be consequential differences between frameworks in a particular discipline in what is valued – and thus, what is rewarded in
professional development and teacher evaluations?
We begin by proposing desiderata for frameworks and rubrics used for observations of
classroom practice. This is a form of theoretical ground-clearing, the goal being to elaborate
a set of criteria that can be used, a priori, to judge the possible usefulness of any particular
observation framework. (For example, a framework may be useful for assigning evaluation
scores, but may not be helpful in supporting professional development.) The remainder of
the paper is devoted to the characterization of the similarities, differences, and affordances
of three observational frameworks applied to mathematics classrooms: Framework for
Teaching (FfT), Mathematical Quality of Instruction (MQI), and Teaching for Robust
Understanding of Mathematics (TRU). We describe the ways each framework assesses
selected instances of mathematics instruction, documenting the ways in which the frameworks agree and differ. A key finding is that the frameworks do not agree on what counts as
high quality instruction. First, there is the role of orderliness/disorderliness in instruction. As
shown below, FfT assigns relatively high overall scores to a well managed lesson, while
MQI and TRU assign the same lesson low scores because of the shallowness of its
mathematical content. Conversely, FfT assigns relatively low scores to a somewhat “messy”
inquiry-oriented classroom, while MQI and TRU give that classroom higher scores because
the students engage somewhat successfully with rich content. Thus, the relative emphases
that frameworks place on aspects of classroom management and on disciplinary content
make a significant difference in the ways classrooms are judged. But, as documented below,
having a standards-based emphasis on content does not mean that two frameworks have the
same content emphases: MQI and TRU assign different mathematics scores to the same
lesson because they emphasize different aspects of the mathematics. In a sense, this should
not be surprising: decades ago “problem solving” in mathematics was interpreted as
meaning everything from “working two-step word problems of a type that students have
experienced in instruction” to “working open-ended exploratory problems the students have
not had experience with.” As a result of such often tacit disparities, there were differences in
classroom focus, teacher and student assessments, and learning. Hence, values matter: a
major question is what content-related values are noted and rewarded in any observational
framework. And, details matter: to understand some differences in frameworks, one must
see how they play out in practice. The need for detailed examination of classroom episodes
is the reason this paper focuses on mathematics (there simply isn’t space to explore
additional frameworks, although it is reasonable to believe that the findings here apply
across STEM disciplines), and the reason we compare the lessons we discuss in this paper in
fine-grained detail. Other papers at different levels of grain size (e.g., Boston et al. 2015)
make valuable contributions, but not at this level of detail.
In brief, an observational framework and its associated scoring rubrics provide
characterizations of what takes place inside a classroom for one or more lessons. Such
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characterizations should be valid, in the sense that they provide meaningful and robust
information about the phenomena being observed. As a characterization of validity we
adopt the argument-based approach advocated by Kane (1992, 2013, see also Messick
1989), which holds that validity is best thought of as a property of the argument that
connects an assessment or observation to an interpretation or a course of action. For a
classroom observation framework in any content area, we hold that there should be a
plausible and coherent line of reasoning that links scores from observation framework
rubrics to a characterization of the classroom (e.g., for “equitable access,” that most
students are or are not are getting opportunities to engage with meaningful content).

Desiderata for Classroom Observations
Here we propose and justify four major desiderata for observational frameworks and
rubrics. The central issue is, “What counts during instruction, and how can and should
it be measured?”
Among the understandings that have been developed over the past half century with
regard to teaching and learning are the following:
A. Observational Frameworks – And more Generally, all Assessments of
Performance – Should Be Grounded in Robust Theories of Domain Proficiency.
Observations should focus on “what counts” in ways that correspond to the field’s best
theoretical understanding of domain performance. For such theories to be robust they
should have been derived in concert with substantial empirical investigations.
Researchers’ and practitioners’ understandings of what it means to be good at STEM
disciplines, other academic disciplines such as language arts or social studies, and
professions such as medicine, computer programming, and electronic trouble shooting,
has grown substantially in recent decades. Whereas the primary concern of assessments
once focused primarily if not exclusively on mastery of important facts and concepts, it is
now understood that being a powerful disciplinary thinker includes significantly more
than having a solid knowledge base. It includes being strategic, having disciplinary habits
of mind, and being able to use and participate effectively in central disciplinary practices.
In mathematics for example, the National Research Council’s (2001) Adding it Up
describes mathematical proficiency as having five intertwined strands: conceptual
understanding, procedural fluency, strategic competence, adaptive reasoning, and productive disposition (National Research Council 2001, p. 5). The Common Core State
Standards in Mathematics (CCSSM 2010) emphasize mathematical content and practices (problem solving, reasoning, modeling, etc.) as do the two national assessment
consortia, the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers
(PARCC, 2014) and the Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC, 2014).
Moreover, one can argue that, whether labeled as such or not, recent sets of standards
for various fields – the Common Core State Standards in English language arts, the Next
Generation Science Standards, emerging State STEM standards (California department
of Education 2018), etc. – represent characterizations of desired student proficiency.
Ideally, a theory of proficiency should describe “necessary and sufficient” conditions for
proficiency – necessary in the sense that each focus of attention in the theory is essential for
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proficient performance, and sufficient in that if someone does well on all of them, then that
person is clearly proficient. Whether a classroom observation system is used for research,
professional development, or evaluation, it should have these properties. It should be
grounded in a robust theory that characterizes the classroom practices that are most likely
to support students in developing rich understandings of the discipline being studied.
Although there is a massive literature on teaching – see, e.g., Gitomer and Bell 2016 –
there has been little systematic work on theories of proficiency. To our knowledge, the
first such attempt in that direction, a theory of proficiency for teaching, was produced by
Schoenfeld and Kilpatrick (2008). The framework they advanced was acknowledged as
provisional, with a focus on the act of teaching rather than on the learning environment.1
B. To Be Useful, Observational Frameworks – And the Theories of Proficiency that
Underpin them – Should Be Parsimonious.
Long lists of skills and understandings are likely to be too unwieldy to serve research,
professional development, or evaluation effectively. Researchers seek to develop and
test models that explain variability in student learning in terms of a handful of
meaningful variables, and professional learning communities can only focus on a small
number of “big ideas” in any given year. If administrators are to use observational
systems for systemic improvement as well as for accountability purposes, they need
systems that have a relatively small number of dimensions.
Whatever purposes one has in mind, it is desirable for a research-based framework
to identify a manageable number of issues that really matter – in the sense that they are
individually important and collectively comprehensive. Those issues can then become
the focus of study, improvement, or evaluation. By way of analogy, consider a set of
content standards for any particular discipline at a specific grade level. A list of 40
topics to master for the year becomes a series of things to race through, one per week.
In contrast, a list of five big ideas can provide a set of thematic leitmotifs that can be
used to structure a year’s curriculum. In practice people can only remember a small
number of things that can serve as conscious foci of improvement. The same is the case
for attributes of productive learning environments.
Associated with parsimony is the question of comprehensibility. Ideally, one wants a
system that “makes sense,” is easy to keep in mind, and easy to use. For researchers,
such a system provides greater likelihood of ecological validity. For teachers, coaches,
and professional learning communities, it can become a “tool to think with” in planning
and reflecting. For administrators, it provides information regarding systemic needs, as
well as for giving meaning to accountability structures.
C. Observation Tools should Provide Information Appropriate to their Purpose, in a
Timely Manner.
Consider the analogy to student learning. When the main goal of assessing student
performance is to help teacher and student know what to do in order to improve, getting
1

To be sure, teacher educators and professional developers hold tacit theories of proficiency, which shape their
emphases in teacher preparation and professional development. The question is the degree to which such ideas
are explicit, grounded in the literature, and empirically assessed.
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results back quickly is essential. “Actionable” and timely findings for purposes of
professional development are equally desirable. Research studies allow for longer
turn-around time, although it is worth noting that design-based research calls for
relatively quick cycles of evaluation and refinement. Teacher evaluation systems would
be enhanced if they could provide the kinds of information that support the teacher –
with, one hopes, the collaboration of coaches and professional learning communities –
in becoming better at helping students learn.
D. Observation Tools should Be Reliable, but Statistical Reliability Is Not Enough.
Classroom observation frameworks and rubrics should be reliable in the ways that
psychometricians discuss (see, e.g., Hill et al. 2012). And, they have to focus on what
counts, in the ways that have been discussed above (e.g., Kane 1992, 2013).
Psychometric reliability is only one consideration if one is seeking meaningful
information, especially for purposes of improvement. Again, consider student assessments. Short answer and multiple choice questions are easier to score than essays or
open-ended problems, and can be very reliable in statistical terms. However, the degree
to which short-answer or multiple choice tests reflect domain proficiency is a serious
issue, given current goals for student proficiency: a major question is the degree to
which they provide useful information about habits of mind or the ability to tackle
challenges that demand sustained attention. The same is the case for classroom
observation tools. Such tools must provide the kind of quantitatively robust information
that is defensible in measurement terms, and they must focus on what counts in ways
that can support inferences for research, professional development, or evaluation.
Finally, a theory of proficiency, while derived from and situated in the literature, is a
hypothesis. Its accuracy should be assessed and it should be refined in the light of
ongoing empirical studies.
Table 1 summarizes the desiderata discussed in this section.
The Space of Observation Frameworks, and the Focal Choices for Discussion
The world does not lack for classroom observational frameworks. Widely available
frameworks applied to mathematics classrooms include the following:
&
&
&

Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLAS: Pianta et al. 2008)
Framework for Teaching (FfT: Danielson 2011)
Instructional Quality Assessment, (IQA: Junker et al. 2004)

Table 1 Desirable properties of classroom observation frameworks
A classroom observation framework should be:
A. grounded in a theory of domain proficiency, which characterizes “necessary and sufficient” conditions
for proficient domain performance
B. parsimonious, in that the framework helps focus on what truly counts – preferably in ways that are easy
to understand and remember
C. fruitful and timely for the intended purposes
D. quantitatively robust, both in measurement terms and in empirical studies of how it correlates to powerful
student performance
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Mathematical Quality of Instruction (MQI: University of Michigan 2006)
Performance Assessment for California Teachers (PACT: PACT Consortium 2012)
Systematic Classroom Analysis Notation (SCAN: Beeby et al. 1980)
Teaching for Robust Understanding (TRU: Schoenfeld 2013)
UTeach Teacher Observation Protocol (Marder and Walkington 2012)

Three frameworks were chosen for comparison in this study. The Framework for
Teaching (FfT: Danielson 2011) is perhaps the most widely used framework for teacher
evaluation and professional development. It was one of the frameworks used in the
MET study (Measures of Effective Teaching Project 2012), which showed it to
correlate reasonably well with student performance. FfT is content-disciplineindependent; it does not have a specific focus on particular content domains such as
mathematics, science, or ELA.
The Mathematical Quality of Instruction framework (MQI: University of
Michigan 2006) may be the most widely used mathematics-specific classroom
observation framework. Developed within the educational research community,
MQI has extensive psychometric validation. Like FfT, it claims to cover “what
counts,” and was part of the MET study (also correlating reasonably well with
student performance). It has been used both for professional development and for
teacher evaluations.
The Teaching for Robust Understanding framework (TRU: Schoenfeld 2013, 2014,
2017, 2018) applies to all STEM disciplines. Here we use the mathematics-specific
version. TRU was derived as a theory of proficiency, its explicit claim being that the
five dimensions of analysis in the framework are necessary and sufficient for classrooms to produce students who are mathematically proficient. TRU and the set of tools
it offers have been focused largely on research and professional development, with less
attention to teacher evaluation than FfT and MQI.
Taken together, the three frameworks allow us to address at least two major issues
related to domain specifics: (1) whether there are meaningful difference between
domain-general and domain-specific frameworks in terms of judgments of the quality
of teaching, and (2) whether the values represented in two domain-specific frameworks
(MQI and TRU) are similar, or how the underlying theory of proficiency for one of
them might or might not result in consequential differences from the other. The findings
clearly apply to all STEM disciplines.
Details on the three frameworks follow.
The Framework for Teaching
The Framework for Teaching (FfT) is described by the Danielson Group (2015) as
follows:
“The Framework for Teaching is a research-based set of components of instruction,
aligned to the INTASC standards, and grounded in a constructivist view of learning and
teaching. The complex activity of teaching is divided into 22 components (and 76
smaller elements) clustered into four domains of teaching responsibility: Domain 1:
Planning and Preparation; Domain 2: Classroom Environment; Domain 3: Instruction;
Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities.” (https://danielsongroup.org/framework/,
July 6, 2015)
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According to its authors, “The Framework may be used for many purposes, but its
full value is realized as the foundation for professional conversations among practitioners as they seek to enhance their skill in the complex task of teaching”
(https://danielsongroup.org/framework/, July 6, 2015).
Regarding the desiderata in Table 1, we note that (cf. criterion A) FfT is grounded in
research, but not a theory of proficiency; it has, on the other hand been extensively
refined in practice. According to Danielson, “On learning, the underlying assumption is
grounded in cognitive science (for example, “How People Learn” monograph), and
states, simply, that “learning is done by the learner, through an active intellectual
process.” That is, students learn, not so much on account of what we, as teachers, do,
but primarily on account of what THEY do.” (Danielson, personal communication,
August 14, 2015).
With regard to necessary and sufficient conditions, FfT appears to be comprehensive
with regard to professional activities. It is not content-specific, however – a major point
of comparison with both TRU and MQI. Also, FfT devotes significant attention to
classroom management, foregrounding rather than backgrounding the issue. With
regard to criterion B, its lack of parsimony makes it far from transparent or easy to
learn, but (cf. criterion C) it is very widely used for teacher evaluation and professional
development, indicating that the field has found it useful. FfT was used in the MET
study (Measures of Effective Teaching Project 2012). Hence it has been used reliably
for large-scale scoring of classroom videos (cf. Criterion D). Validity in Kane’s (1992)
terms is suggested by the rationales cited above and the large scale use and adoption of
the framework.
The Mathematical Quality of Instruction Framework
Extensive information about MQI can be found at the project training web site,
<http://isites.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=mqi_training>. The MET project (2010)
describes the MQI protocol for classroom observations as follows:
The Mathematical Quality of Instruction (MQI) observational instrument was developed by Heather Hill in collaboration with research colleagues at the University of
Michigan and Harvard University. The instrument is designed to reliably measure the
mathematical work that occurs in classrooms, on the theory that that work is distinct
from classroom climate, pedagogical style, or the deployment of generic instructional
strategies. The MQI instrument is based on a theory of instruction that focuses on
resources and their use (Cohen et al. 2003), existing literature on effective instruction in
mathematics (e.g., Borko et al. 1992; Ma 1999; Stigler and Hiebert 1999; Thompson
and Thompson 1994) and on an analysis of nearly 250 videos of diverse teachers and
teaching.
The theoretical and empirical underpinnings of MQI are described by the Learning
Mathematics for Teaching Project (2011). In brief, developers constructed and revised a
coding system grounded in the literature and on their iterated viewings of segments of
tape, with codings revised as their understandings deepened. “We consider this study to
be a variant of grounded theory-building (Glaser and Strauss 1967), one that used
primary source material, which was cognizant of our own histories and lenses for
looking at instruction, but which also used key insights from the existing literature on
mathematics classrooms” (p. 32).
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Thus (cf. criterion A) MQI is theory-based, but it was not derived within the
context of a theory of proficiency. Re criterion B, it may be that parsimony is in the
eye of the beholder, but the authors of this paper find that MQI is not easy to
summarize in brief. Thus (cf. criterion C), MQI has varied affordances for different
purposes. MQI has been shown in the MET study to correlate with student outcomes; hence it serves some research purposes well. The lack of parsimony may
make it somewhat challenging to use MQI for purposes of professional development. MQI has been adopted by a number of school districts for accountability
purposes; it is, as far as we know, an open question as to how well it serves for
systemic improvement. Re criterion D, MQI has been carefully studied in psychometric terms (Hill et al. 2012) – much more so than either TRU or FfT. Validity in
Kane’s (1992) terms is suggested by the theoretical rationales cited above and the
large scale use and adoption of the framework.
The Teaching for Robust Understanding of Mathematics (TRU) Framework
The TRU framework is described in Schoenfeld (2013, 2014, 2017, 2018). The
framework was derived by identifying contributions to powerful learning from an
extensive literature review, and then distilling them into five “equivalence classes” or
dimensions of teaching (Schoenfeld 2013). The dimensions, which are claimed to be
both necessary and sufficient for powerful mathematical instruction, are (1) the richness
of the mathematical content, (2) opportunities for cognitive demand or “productive
struggle,” (3) equitable access to content for all students, (4) students’ opportunities to
develop agency, ownership of content, and positive mathematical identities; and (5)
formative assessment. This is an explicit theory of proficiency for learning environments. Details regarding the framework and supporting tools may be found at the
Mathematics Assessment Project and TRU Framework web sites, at <http://map.
mathshell.org/trumath.php> and https://truframework.org/.
TRU was designed explicitly as a theory of proficiency. Hence it does well on criterion A
of Table 1. Similarly (criterion B), TRU was designed with parsimony and “actionability” in
mind: TRU is organized with a focus on just five dimensions of classroom activity.
Re criterion C, TRU offers differential affordances for the research, professional
development, and assessment. Designed by researchers, it offers a parsimonious theory
of proficiency and a set of related tools that can be used for classroom studies. Skilled
TRU scorers can score instruction in approximately twice real time. With regard to
professional development, it is important to note that the issue of classroom management
is “backgrounded” rather than foregrounded in TRU; classrooms will not do well on TRU
if they are not well run, but the focus is on activity structures beyond management. TRU is
not aimed at administrative decision making, but its use by administrators has focused on
enhancing teacher capacity along the five dimensions. (See St. John 2007, who argues that
the tools of “improvement infrastructures” should be aimed at enhancing capacity.)
TRU’s psychometric properties (criterion D) have not been documented. The
research community that developed it has achieved some uniformity of scoring (see
below), but that uniformity has not been tested with a wider community. Preliminary
investigations suggest that TRU scores are likely to correlate with student outcomes
in ways similar to the measures used in the MET project (Measures of Effective
Teaching Project 2012). (Schoenfeld, personal communication, July 9, 2016).
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Validity in Kane’s (1992) terms is suggested by the explicit linkages between theory
and observation, and the process of framework development, in which iterations of
the theoretical framing were tested against observations of classroom practice and
student performance (Schoenfeld 2013). The use of a theory of proficiency in the
development of the TRU framework addresses the core ideas underlying Kane’s
approach in fundamental ways.
Framing the Comparison
There are clear differences between the three frameworks along the dimensions elaborated
in Table 1. The key question, however, is whether the differences in emphasis are
consequential. All three frameworks can be used to assign scores to instances of instruction. If all three frameworks were to produce roughly the same scores – that is, instances of
instruction that score high, medium, or low on one framework score similarly on the other
frameworks – then potential users could choose between them on the basis of convenience, ease of use, or intended purposes. As will be seen below, that is not the case.
Any framework for assessing instruction embodies a set of values regarding “what
counts.” If episodes of instruction that score high on one framework score low on
another, the choice of framework could drive a district’s professional development in
different directions; and if scores are used as part of an evaluation/retention system,
such differences could have very serious consequences both for individual teachers and
for the system. Hence the authoring team set out to see if there are consequential
differences in the ways that the three frameworks assess instruction, and if there are, to
understand some of the reasons why.2
In planning to score and examine videos, we had two families of questions in mind:
1. Does the content-specific character of a rubric matter for the improvement of
teaching, and if so, in what ways? MQI and TRU are mathematics-specific while
FfT is used to assess teaching in all content areas. On the one hand, there might be
an argument that “a good classroom is a good classroom,” in which case a general
rubric might consistently yield scores similar to discipline-specific rubrics. On the
other hand, disciplinary norms could make a difference. For example, a STEM
classroom that appears well organized and in which the students seem actively
engaged, might provide little by way of interdisciplinary opportunities or applications. Or, in a classroom in which activities appeared to be somewhat “messy” or
unstructured, the students might be engaged deeply with in making connections
and applying them.3
2. Might there be consequential differences between discipline-specific rubrics, above
and beyond matters of ease of use for different purposes? To give an extreme case
2

The authoring team consists of members of the TRU team. We have done our best to provide enough
evidence to allow readers to come to their own judgments about possible issues of bias.
3
Matters of pedagogy and content are intertwined. For example, a “demonstrate and practice” form of
pedagogy may inhibit certain kinds of inquiry that are highly valued in STEM. Thus a rubric that assigns
high value to such pedagogy may downgrade classrooms in which there are somewhat unstructured exploratory investigations. The question is how much disciplinary scores matter in assigning the overall score to an
episode of instruction, and whether a more fine-grained examination of disciplinary practices reveals things
not reflected in a general rubric.
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not represented in this paper, the “math wars” and “reading wars” represented
conflicts between competing disciplinary perspectives regarding what “counts” in
learning a discipline. Any scoring rubric reflects underlying perspectives about
what matters in teaching and learning. Thus scores might differ based on the
underlying perspectives – a fact that would be consequential when such rubrics
are used for professional development or for teacher evaluations.

Methods
To find classroom videos that could be (or better, had been) scored independently using
the three rubrics, we secured access to the Measures of Effective Teaching (MET)
longitudinal database (2016). The original MET study (see, e.g., MET, 2010, 2012)
gathered and analyzed a large number of fourth through ninth-grade classroom videos,
employing a wide range of analytic frameworks including FfT and MQI. The MET
database includes classroom videos, the scores assigned by trained coders using various
analytic frameworks including FfT and MQI, and other data. TRU had not been
developed when the MET study was undertaken. Thus this study could rely on the
MET scoring of tapes for the FfT and MQI measures, but any tapes identified for
scoring using MET data would have to be scored independently using TRU.
We ran a simple search on the MET database, looking for videos of mathematics
classrooms that scored uniformly high or low on either FfT or MQI. We identified a dozen
such videos and we scored them using TRU. If the scores had lined up, we would have
stopped; but, they did not. Even among the small number of videos with very high scores
from either FfT or MQI, there was not necessarily agreement between the two; and, TRU
scores of those videos often differed from one or both of the other frameworks.
Although database scores were used to identify videos for examination and we use
numerical scores as overall indications of lesson quality, our primary intentions are
qualitative rather than quantitative. In what follows we use the scores assigned by the
three frameworks to provide a sense of the values to which each framework gives priority.
The following summary descriptions of FfT and MQI scoring are taken from the
MET web site.
FfT Scoring Overview
The FfT instrument … [addresses] four domains of teaching responsibility: Planning and
Preparation (Domain 1), Classroom Environment (Domain 2), Instruction (Domain 3),
and Professional Responsibilities (Domain 4). However … the MET Study scored
videos on only two of these domains (“Classroom Environment” and “Instruction”).
Each of these domains, in turn, is measured by a number of dimensions. The domain
“Classroom Environment,” for example, is measured along five dimensions: creating an
environment of respect and rapport; establishing a culture for learning; managing
classroom procedures; managing student behavior; and organizing physical space. The
domain “Instruction” also is measured along five dimensions: communicating with
students; using questioning and discussion techniques; engaging students in learning;
using assessment in instruction; and demonstrating flexibility and responsiveness.
(MET longitudinal Database 2016, “instruments”).
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MQI Scoring Overview
The MQI instrument measures the mathematical quality of instruction by assessing
classroom instruction along six dimensions: Richness of the Mathematics; Errors and
Imprecision; Working with Students and Mathematics; Student Participation in
Meaning-Making and Reasoning; Explicitness and Thoroughness; and Connections
between Classroom Work and Mathematics. The dimension Richness of Mathematics
captures student meaning making and classroom mathematical practices. The dimension Errors and Imprecision captures major errors made by the teacher, imprecision in
language and notation used by the teacher, and lack of clarity. … Raters score each
segment on these 5 dimensions as well as giving an overall video score for each
dimension. In addition to the main dimensions of the MQI, scorers rate a teacher on his
or her apparent mathematical knowledge for teaching and provide a holistic score for
the quality of the entire video. (MET longitudinal Database 2016, “instruments”).
TRU Scoring Overview
TRU assigns scores for each of its five dimensions: (1) the richness of the mathematical
content, (2) opportunities for cognitive demand or “productive struggle,” (3) equitable
access to content for all students, (4) students’ opportunities to develop agency,
ownership of content, and positive mathematical identities; and (5) formative assessment. TRU employs a 5-point rubric, generating scores of 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3. The
summary rubric (Schoenfeld, A. H., Floden, & the Algebra Teaching Study and
Mathematics Assessment Project 2014) provides capsule descriptions of mechanisms
for assigning scores of 1, 2, and 3 on each of the five dimensions, for four different
activity structures: whole class activities, small group work, student presentations, and
individual work. For example, a score of 3 on “agency, ownership, and identity”
(dimension 4) is given when “students explain their ideas and reasoning. The teacher
may ascribe ownership for students’ ideas in exposition, and/or students respond to and
build on each other’s ideas.” A score of 3 on “formative assessment” (dimension 5) is
assigned when “the teacher solicits student thinking and subsequent instruction responds to those ideas, by building on productive beginnings or addressing emerging
misunderstandings.” A detailed scoring guide (Schoenfeld, Floden, & the Algebra
Teaching Study and Mathematics Assessment Project 2015) is available from the
project. For purposes of comparability with FfT and MQI codings, the authoring team
segmented the first 30 min of classroom videos into episodes of length 7.5 min.
The videos discussed in this paper were scored by a training and consensus
mechanism as follows. Seven group members, three of whom were new to TRU
scoring, watched the videos individually and scored independently. Typically, the
independent scores were within a range of 1 – e.g., from 1.5 to 2.5. At the next
research group meeting people explained their scores, justifying their decisions with
respect to what they saw in the video and their understanding of the rubric. Between
meetings individuals re-watched and re-scored the videos. Typically, the second scores
for each dimension differed by no more than .5: there was at most one pair of scores
that differed by 1, and none that differed by 1.5.
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Results: Videos and Scores
In what follows we discuss two videos and, for reasons of space, briefly summarize our
analyses of a third.4 For each video we describe the reason the video was selected. We
then provide a characterization of the video as a whole, and selected excerpts, with the
intention of justifying the scores assigned by the rubrics and explaining differences
between them.
Video A5
To explore the issue of domain specificity (Question 1 above), we searched the
MET database for videos that scored very high on FfT. There were very few videos
that scored uniformly high on FfT (or MQI for that matter). We found two such
videos. Here we focus on one of them. The issues with regard to the other were
similar.
The lesson was scored 4 (“distinguished”) on FfT’s four-point scale on all of the
FfT’s coded dimensions. In contrast, the MQI scores were not as generous. The
scores assigned were mostly 1 s (on a 3-point scale) across all dimensions and
episodes, with the exception of some 2 s on Mathematical Richness. The lesson
scored mostly 2 s (on a 3-point scale) in each episode on mathematical richness, but
was assigned an overall score of 1 on holistic richness; it received scores of 1 on
explicitness and thoroughness, student participation in meaning making and reasoning, (teacher’s) errors and imprecisions, and working with students and mathematics. Hence the video appeared to be a rich candidate for exploration and
discussion, which follow.6
Lesson Overview
This lesson occurs in a calm, well-managed sixth grade classroom in which the teacher
and students have well-established classroom routines. The teacher is very clear and
very well organized, and the lesson proceeds like clockwork, with the students consistently engaged. The lesson begins with a warm-up activity reviewing conversions
between fractions, decimals and percents – the prerequisites for the main activity of
the day. The class rehearses the procedures, with the students working exercises by
themselves, after which the teacher comments on their methods – e.g., 4/5 can be
written as 8/10 = 0.8, or 80/100 = 0.80, which can then be written as 80%.
In the second example, students work in pairs to convert 20% to a fraction by
reducing the fraction 20/100 to 1/5. They convert 20% to a decimal by “remembering
the trick” that one can place a decimal point at the end of the whole number, and then

4

The authors will gladly send interested readers our analysis of Video B, which is written up in detail
comparable to the write-ups for Videos A and C.
5
In accord with our permission to examine the videos from the MET database, we have done everything we
can to honor the confidentiality of the research process and to remove possible identifiers of the individuals,
cities and schools involved.
6
The other video with comparably high FfT scores fared similarly less well on the MQI scale, so our choice
for exposition does not represent an anomalous example.
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move the decimal two places to the left. That is: 20% can be written as “20.” ; moving
the decimal point two places to the left yields “.20”, which is the decimal equivalent.
With these preliminaries out of the way, the class embarks on the main part of the
lesson – using two different methods to find a certain percentage of a number, e.g.,
25% of 260.
The teacher begins with Method 1. Using a document camera that projects her notes
onto the blackboard so that students can take notes well, she explains that 25% ¼ 14 , so
that the task is to calculate 14 of 260. To do so, she replaces “of” by the “times” sign, so
that the board now shows “14 ×260.” She then reminds the students that 260 can be
1
1
1
written as 260
1 , so the expression on the board becomes “4  4 ¼ 4”. She then divides 4
into 260, obtaining 65. She concludes by writing “25% of 260 is 65” under Method 1.
The method is codified as: “Write the percent as a fraction. Then multiply”.
The teacher then turns to Method 2, which is codified as: “Write the percent as a
decimal. Then multiply.” She works the same problem, so that the students can see that
the same answer emerges. 25% is converted to .25, which she then multiplies by 260,
taking care to note the way in which the decimal point in the final answer (6500) should
be moved two digits to the left, because the decimal point in .25 was two digits to the left.
Since both methods give the same (correct) answer, the students can use either one.
The balance of the class is devoted to practice. Students work in groups of 4. Within
each group of four, two students work together on method 1 and two on method 2; in
each pair, one student does the work and the second student is a coach. Work is done on
whiteboards, so students can display their answers to the teacher and each other.
The first collective task is to find 48% of 50. Most of the students appear to get the
right answer; the teacher tells the students to check with their groupmates if their
answers differ. She confirms that the answer is 24, and asks if the answer is reasonable;
she goes on to say that 48% is about one-half, so 48% of 50 would be about half of 50,
or 25, which is close to their calculated answer of 24.
For the rest of the class the students work a series of examples: 40% of 95, 8% of 85, 15%
of 342, 350% of 60, and 40% of 340. The teacher uses a variety of activities to mix up the
action. At various times students work in groups of four, with two students using method 1
and two using method 2; at times they engage in a form of musical chairs, walking around
the classroom until the music stops, at which point the nearest person is one’s partner. When
the music stops, all the students shout “what’s the problem?”, indicating that this procedure is
a familiar routine. At the end of the lesson the teacher summarizes as follows: “No matter
what you do, you start by converting the % to a decimal or a fraction. Step 2 is you multiply”.
Those are the basics. The mathematics is clear; the class runs smoothly; the
students work on whiteboards and hold up their answers, so the teacher is able to
check on student progress.
How the Different Frameworks Scored the Lesson
How one scores this lesson depends on what one values – or more precisely, on the
values embedded in the scoring rubric. As we have noted, this lesson received top
scores on all of the following FfT dimensions: Establishing a Culture for Learning
(ECL), Managing Classroom Procedures (MCP), Communicating with Students
(CS), Engaging Students in Learning (ESL), Using Questioning and Discussion
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Techniques (UQDT), and Using Assessment in Instruction (UAI). Here, in brief, is
why. The rationales below draw from phrasing in the FfT rubric.
ECL: The teacher is supportive and enthusiastic, engaging students in working
with each other.
MCP: Classroom routines operate smoothly with students supported in making
good use of instructional time, and helping to accomplish classroom routines
smoothly.
CS: The teacher explains content clearly, points out possible areas of misunderstanding, and invites students to explain work to their classmates.
ESL: Virtually all students are intellectually engaged in the lesson, in a variety of
interactive formats.
UQDT: Virtually all students are engaged in the discussions, and are invited to
engage with their colleagues in discussion.
UAI: The teacher is constantly taking the pulse of the class, both at the whole
class level and (thanks to white boards) the individual student level.
We note that some of these scoring attributions seem a bit generous, but the
differences would result in scores of 3 rather than 4. In qualitative terms, this is a
“distinguished” lesson according to FfT.
MQI scores were generally low. The lesson was assigned scores of 2 (on a 3-point
scale) for each video episode on Mathematical Richness and scores of 1 on Explicitness
and Thoroughness, Student Participation in Meaning Making and Reasoning,
(teacher’s) Errors and Imprecisions, and Working with Students and Mathematics.
Here too we wonder about some of the scores: although the lesson was given a score
of 1, for example, on “(teacher’s) errors and imprecisions,” we did not catch any such
errors. However, most of the scores assigned seem entirely in line with the MQI rubric,
given its focus. On mathematical richness, for example, a score of 1 is assigned if
elements of rich mathematics are not present or only minimally present” and a score of
2 is assigned if “elements of rich mathematics are used ‘locally’ without connection to
larger mathematical concepts.” Individual episodes in the lesson were scored 2.
Likewise, there was little student initiative in meaning making and reasoning, given
that this was a “demonstrate and practice” lesson in which the students were working
on procedures presented to them by the teacher. Finally, MQI’s version of “working
with students and mathematics” specifically attends to the quality of the mathematics: if
the content is largely procedural, then a low score is given, even if the teacher is
effective at catching and remediating (procedural) errors.
Thus, the (quite different) scores in MQI and FfT do provide reasonably accurate
representations of the differences between the two frameworks. We now work through
the five dimensions of TRU.
TRU Dimension 1, the Mathematics, addresses the richness of the mathematical
content of the lesson. If the lesson is at grade level, the minimum possible mathematics
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score is 1.5 (on a scale from 1 to 3). This lesson was at grade level. However, the
mathematics of the lesson consisted of either employing previously covered algorithms or
learning new ones. Those procedures were not developed with the students, nor were they
explained using mathematical reasoning; rather, the methods were simply provided by the
teacher for the students to practice, unlinked to conceptual underpinnings and untied to
strategic thinking. Although students were instructed to use the methods they “preferred”
or found “easier,” those decisions were not driven by mathematical rationales.
For more than 25 years, national standards documents within mathematics have called
for linking procedures with their underlying conceptual grounding. They have also called
for strategic flexibility in solving problems – that is, for mathematical sense making. The
rigid adherence to procedures in this lesson completely undermined this kind of sense
making. The language of the class – e.g., “method 1,” “method 2,” and “remember the
trick” – was completely procedural. Beyond that, focusing on the implementation of two
methods to the exclusion of all else deprived students of the opportunity to engage in
mathematical sense making. Consider the task find “48% of 50,” for example. The
48
48
 100
or multiplying (.48) × 50.
students were channeled into either multiplying 100
Both procedures produce the correct answer, with some work. However these same
problems, approached with some strategic flexibility, are more easily solved and open
the way to a much richer mathematical discussion. For example, products can be taken in
any order (that is, 3×2 = 2×3), so 48% of 50 is the same as 50% of 48 – or half of 48,
which is 24. Thus with the understanding of why it is OK to reverse the order of
multiplication and some flexibility, the task becomes simple. Similarly, the best way to
compute 20% of a number might be to find 10% of it by shifting a decimal place, and then
doubling the result. (That is, 20% of 150 is [2 × (10% of 150)], which is twice 15, or 30.).
All of the mathematics standards documents call for this kind of flexibility, which is
absent when students simply practice predetermined methods. The authoring team scored
this lesson a 1.5, the minimum possible score for a lesson at grade level.
TRU Dimension 2, Cognitive Demand, addresses the question of whether students
have meaningful opportunities to grapple with the content. A score of 1 is given when
“classroom activities are structured so that students mostly apply memorized procedures and/or work routine exercises.” We scored this lesson a 1.
TRU Dimension 3, Equitable Access to Mathematical Content, is concerned with
the extent to which classroom activity structures invite and support the active engagement of all of the students in the classroom with the core mathematics being addressed
by the class. Here the mix of procedures used by the teacher – calling on a fair range of
students, and having them work with each other in a number of different ways – scores
reasonably high, toward the 2.5 range.
TRU Dimension 4, Agency, Ownership, and Identity, addresses the opportunities that
students have to come to see themselves as mathematical thinkers. A score of 1 is assigned
when “the teacher initiates conversations. Students’ speech turns are short (one sentence
or less), and constrained by what the teacher says or does.” That was the case here.
TRU dimension 5, Formative Assessment, is concerned with whether the lesson
addresses student thinking productively. A score of 1 is given when “Student reasoning
is not actively surfaced or pursued. Teacher actions are limited to corrective feedback or
encouragement.” While it is true that students were provided opportunities to determine
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whether their answers were correct and to fix mistakes, their reasoning was not
addressed. The authoring team assigned a score of 1.
Discussion of the Different Codings of Video A
It should be clear from the preceding discussion that disciplinary content matters when one
is assessing the learning opportunities available to students in a classroom. A class can
seem to run beautifully – indeed, this classroom does run beautifully – but if the students
do not have opportunities to grapple with important disciplinary content in ways that call
for sense making, then they do not have meaningful opportunities to learn. FfT, which
does not attend to the mathematical specifics, assigned uniformly high scores. MQI and
TRU, which have a specific mathematical focus, assigned low scores. Hence, whether or
not a classroom observation framework addresses disciplinary specifics in enough detail to
make content-related distinctions about the quality of the lesson is deeply consequential.
A Note Regarding Video B
As noted above, space limitations preclude a full presentation of Video B; the authors
will send interested readers our analysis on request. Video B provided the opportunity to
examine the “flip side” of the issues discussed regarding Video A. In contrast to Video
A, the classroom environment in Video B could be considered “messier” – it is certainly
noisier, and it does not seem to run nearly as smoothly as the classroom in Video A.
However, part of the messiness is due to the fact that the students are engaged in arguing
about issues of mathematical substance. Thus, this lesson scored comparatively low on
FfT, while it scored reasonably well on MQI and slightly better than that on TRU.
The scores assigned to Videos A and B indicate the importance attending to
disciplinary content and practices, and the interplay between content-related concerns
and pedagogical concerns. But, in both videos, the MQI and TRU scores, while not
perfectly aligned, were reasonably close to each other. This raises the question of
whether they represent the same mathematical and pedagogical values, or whether there
are points at which they diverge in consequential ways.
Video C
To compare MQI and TRU, we proceeded in the same way that we did for the
comparisons with FfT. We searched the MET database for videos that scores uniformly
high on MQI, with the intention of seeing if TRU would score the videos similarly. The
sample space was again small: we identified two videos with consistently high scores
(almost all 3 s on the MQI 3 point scale). Both videos received consistent scores of 3 on
FfT’s 4-point scale, so in both cases the pedagogy was deemed “proficient” or better;
and the mathematics was deemed “high” by MQI. In both cases, the TRU rubric
assigned mathematics scores of 1.5 – the content being at grade level (which warrants
the 1.5 score) but of minimal richness, as described below. For purposes of exposition
we chose Video C, because the mathematics in it is somewhat more accessible and
easier to explain than the mathematics in the other video.
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The Lesson
Video C shows an 8th grade lesson on equation solving, in which students work with
“manipulatives” (concrete objects representing symbolic entities) and drawings of them
to develop understandings of algebraic operations, and then link those objects and
operations on them to symbolic operations using algebraic terms. The idea behind the
use of manipulatives in general is that working with concrete objects can give meaning
to mathematical operations; then, when students operate on the symbols, they will do so
with deeper understanding. The lesson content is projected from a computer onto a
screen in front of the class. The teacher steps through the lesson by pressing on a
clicker, or by making changes on the computer.
The teacher opens the lesson by saying “[This] lesson is about making connections between the abstract and the concrete.” On the board one sees pictures of
“algebra tiles,” which will represent ones and x’s. There is a vertical line between
them, as reflected in Figs. 1 and 2.7
The goal is to “play the game” by moving or adjusting the objects according to
certain rules, so that you can “win the game” by having just one rectangle on one
side of the vertical bar, and a number of (white or dark) squares on the other side of
the bar. The rules of the game are as follows:

Fig. 1 The first algebra tiles game

Fig. 2 The second algebra tiles game

7
These represent “2x + 3 = − 5” (Fig. 1) and “- 5 = 3x - 2” (Fig. 2) respectively, although the equations are not
yet written. They will appear later in the lesson.
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1. You can add the same number of identical items to the collections on either side of
the bar;
2. A dark square and a light square cancel each other out8 (i.e., (−1) + (1) = 0); and
3. You can divide both sets of objects on either side of the vertical line by the same
number.
In pictures, the way you win the game in Fig. 1 is to begin by adding three dark squares
to both sides of the bar. This produces Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Adding 3 dark squares to both sides

Then, because the three light-and-dark pairs on the left hand side cancel each other
out, they can be removed. What remains is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 What remains after the “zero pairs” are removed

Because both sides of the bar in Fig. 4 can be divided by 2, you can obtain Fig. 5, to
win the game.
In symbols, “playing the game” corresponds to the following algebraic moves:
2x + 3 = − 5
− 3=− 3
2x = − 8
x=− 4

8

(The problem)
(These are equal, so you can add them to both sides)
(The result of the cancelation on the left, the addition on the right)
(Division by 2 yields x by itself, thus solving for x).

There are also dark rectangles representing (− x). They cancel out the light rectangles.
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Fig. 5 The configuration that wins the game

Similarly, Fig. 2 represents the equation – 5 = 3x – 2; adding 2 to both sides yields the
equation – 3 = 3x, and dividing by 3 yields −1 = x. That is, operating on the manipulatives
is intended to give meaning to the symbolic operations one performs on the equations.
In the first part of the lesson the teacher walks the students through several iterations
of the game. Students work with tiles on their desks as she projects images like the
figures above on a screen in front of the classroom. In the next part the teacher leads the
class through the portion of the lesson called “Making the Connection,” in which she
solves for the unknown in an equation by simultaneously using the game and symbolic
manipulation. The students then work at their desks on similar problems in “Guided
Practice,” coming together as a whole class to review their solutions.
The teacher follows the script provided in an instructional manual closely, calling on
students frequently for contributions, and checking for meaning. She begins by having
the students model problem 1 on their desks. Then she asks what the first step is to win
the game. One student identifies the right step, and the teacher has another student
repeat what the first student said, as a check. She then asks the class what they had
formed by adding the three dark tiles. A student says “zero pairs,” which in turn means
that those “zero pairs” could be removed from the table.
In working the problem in Fig. 2, the teacher asks students if it matters that the
rectangles are on the right rather than the left. Students say no, and she reinforces the
idea that the goal of the game is to get rectangles on one side of the line, boxes on the
other. She then takes the students through the solution, asking about next steps or asking
about why they are taking that step, for example, “Who can raise their hand and tell me,
why are we adding the opposites?” There are various responses, from which she picks
out “zero pairs,” and she says they cancel and can be taken away. She demonstrates how.
The class then transitions to “Making the Connections,” with a split screen that
shows pictures on the left-hand side of the board the corresponding equations on the
right-hand side of the board. As the teacher clicks through the sequence, solution steps
appear simultaneously on the left and right, so the students see the tiles and equations
unfolding at the same time. The teacher then checks the solution.
About half-way through the lesson, before the students are to do guided practice, the
teacher lays out the method for checking solutions as follows.
First step…
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[Writes: 1. Write original problem].
You need to write this down, because these are your steps to check. Mathematics
is not a spectator sport.
[Writes: 2. Substitute the value of x, whatever that value is].
The value of x in this problem is what? Negative 1.
…
and then Step 3 is:
[Writes: 3. left side will equal right side].
So, let’s go through this for our problem…”
She moves on to the next guided practice problem, and continues in that vein.

How the Different Frameworks Scored the Lesson
On its 4-point scale, FfT assigned the lesson scores of 3 on: Communicating With
Students; Establishing a Culture for Learning; Engaging Students in Learning;
Managing Classroom Procedures; and Using Assessment in Instruction. The lesson
was assigned a 2 on Using Questioning and Discussion Techniques. All of these scores
fit with the FfT rubrics: the class ran smoothly for the most part, with the teacher mostly
asking short-answer “checking their understanding” questions of the students.
MQI scorers for MET divided the lesson into four 7½ minute episodes, each of
which was assigned a score of 3 (out of a possible 3) for mathematical richness. Hence
the lesson received top scores with regard to the mathematics. Overall, the lesson was
assigned a holistic score of 2, with subscores of 3 for Explicitness and Thoroughness, 2
for Student Participation in Meaning Making and Reasoning, 1 for Errors and
Imprecisions,9 and 2 for Working With Students and Mathematics. This too seems to
fit with the rubric: the content of the lesson is about “making connections,” which is
assigned top scores for mathematics; but the lesson is somewhat teacher-dominated and
student voices are not always heard, so the holistic score and some of the particulars are
rated as me dium rather than high.
As seen below, the TRU scores differ. The issues here are subtle, so we discuss them
at some length before assigning scores. On the one hand, the main theme of the lesson is
“making the connection;” the teacher repeats this often, and the curricular materials, as
shown on the screen, display manipulatives and their symbolic representations side-byside. This should predispose one to high mathematics scores. However, in the ways that
9

We did catch some slips on the part of the teacher, though not enough for us to downgrade the lesson that
much. We note that of the 11 videos in our sample of “very high or very low” scores, 9 received MQI scores of
1 for errors and imprecisions, so the MQI scoring on that component of the rubric was very stringent.
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the lesson played out, few connections were supported or made. The presentation was
very scripted and mechanical, with a focus on detail rather than the big picture, which
would have allowed students to see the ways in which the steps they used to “play the
game” with manipulatives and to solve equations made sense in and of themselves, and
that they were linked. Our strong sense is that those connections were not supported or
made – that the focus on following “steps” was so rote as to obscure the connections.
The key idea in equation solving, whether with manipulatives or symbols, is this
goal: to determine the value of “x” (or a single rectangle) by getting it “alone,” on one
side of the equation. To do so one uses certain “legal” moves – adding the same
quantities to both sides of the equation, dividing both sides of the equation by the same
quantity (if you have 3×, you divide by 3 to get x), etc. Understanding that you are
trying to get x by itself, and what the rules are, shapes why you make the “moves” you
do and gives meaning to the mathematical procedures. The game isn’t about “steps,”
it’s about moving sensibly toward the desired mathematical goal.
A key component of TRU mathematics scoring relates to the mathematical coherence of a lesson, as experienced by the students. The most compelling evidence that the
students did not experience the mathematics as coherent came about 2/3 of the way
through the lesson segment, when the class was “Making the Connection” (the title of
the slide projected on the board) as they worked through the equation
3x−3 ¼ 3:
The teacher said, “go ahead and solve it. Let’s see what you get when you solve it.” She
then asked the students, “show me on your fingers the value of x.” Student after student
put 6 fingers in the air. The reason: they had done the work with “zero pairs,” and
gotten the equation
3x ¼ 6:
With the 6 by itself on the right hand side of the equation, the students indicated that the
“answer” was 6.
Simply put, the students would not have done that if they understood that the goal of
the “game” was to get x by itself. We believe that the students were so immersed in
step-by-step procedures that they lost sight of the goal of the mathematics; they did a
step that resulted in a number by itself on the right hand side of the equation, and
reported the result of that step as “the answer.” Indeed, the teacher’s response, “It
wasn’t 6, people. Look at this step right here,” reinforced the notion of step-by-step
procedures rather than the big picture that should frame the choice of steps.
TRU Dimension 1, the Mathematics. The content was presented in a rote and
largely if not wholly step-by-step manner, failing to address understandings that
make for mathematical coherence. The lesson was at grade level, making for a
minimum score of 1.5, and there were some connections, so it might score
somewhere between a 1.5 and a 2.
Dimension 2, Cognitive Demand. In this lesson, the cognitive demand of doing
each step (the primary activity during class time) was negligible. The students did
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not have a sense of the larger goals of the enterprise. As such, there was no
opportunity for “productive struggle.” This is a clear 1 on the TRU rubric.
Dimension 3, Equitable Access to Mathematical Content. Determining access is
always difficult, because even one lesson is not enough to sample for participation.
The teacher seems to call repeatedly on a small number of students, but many
students do get called on and many do raise their hands when the teacher asks for
their answers to a question. Participation might thus be in the 1.5 to 2 range.
Dimension 4, Agency, Ownership, and Identity. This lesson is teacher driven: the
teacher is the arbiter of right/wrong, and she lets the students know in no uncertain
terms when they’re wrong. Student ideas are not built on, and the teacher seems at
times to “hear” from a chorus of answers only the answers that enable her to move
forward with the lesson. This is a clear 1 on the TRU rubric.
Dimension 5, Formative Assessment. To be considered formative assessment, the
lesson must elicit student thinking and then react to incomplete or incorrect ideas
by building on what is correct and providing opportunities to understand what is
incorrect, and repair it. That did not happen. When students gave incorrect
answers, she told them the answers were wrong and demonstrated how to do
things right. This too is a clear 1.

Discussion of the Different Codings of Video C
As noted above, the lesson was clearly organized and teacher controlled; it was well
run, which explains the overall “proficient” score from FfT. What is interesting in
this video is the significant differences between MQI and TRU. MQI assigned top
scores for the mathematics, and a holistic score of 2. TRU found the mathematics
deeply lacking, and assigned low scores related to dimensions 2, 4, and 5, which
have to do with the ways students interact with the mathematics. An overall holistic
score for the lesson (or its rough equivalent, the average of the dimension scores)
would be quite low.
We have already seen that attention to domain knowledge is consequential, in that
MQI and TRU, which attend to domain knowledge seriously, gave substantially
different ratings to Videos A and B than did FfT. But, the ratings of Video C show
that there are consequential differences in the ways that the two mathematics frameworks view the lesson. The high math scores from MQI may have come from the fact
that the connections between representations were shown on the board and were
frequently mentioned by the teacher. The low TRU scores come from the fact that as
the students experienced the lesson, such connections clearly were not made – moreover, the rote presentation of the lesson obscured those connections. The framing of
TRU is primarily focused on student opportunities to connect to the mathematics, and
to develop a sense of themselves as people who can do mathematics; TRU assigned
scores of 1 to each of the dimensions 2, 4, and 5. The analogue in MQI, “student
participation in meaning making and reasoning,” was scored a 2. One can see a warrant
for this, in that students did participate in “local reasoning” – e.g., stating that putting a
dark square atop a light square “made a zero pair,” which could be removed. But the
TRU framework deems such actions, in a larger context where the actions seem to have
little or no meaning, not to be sense making.
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In short, the two mathematics frameworks, while often agreeing on the overall
quality of a lesson, have somewhat different focal emphases and represent somewhat
different mathematical and pedagogical values. MQI assigned credit for local reasoning
(zero pairs), while the TRU threshold for mathematical sense making – specifically for
making connections between representations – was much higher.

Discussion
The improvement of STEM instruction will call for well designed and appropriate
classroom observation tools and frameworks. The first part of this paper set forth four
desiderata for classroom observation frameworks, summarized in Table 1. We suggest
that individuals or districts considering the use of observation frameworks should take
such desiderata into account when deciding which framework to use. First, is the
framework theoretically justified in a powerful and meaningful way? Second, does it
highlight a small number of things that can be worked on productively, and is it
manageable in and of itself? Third, is the framework appropriate for one’s intended
purposes? A particular framework may be useful for research but too convoluted for
professional development, or it may be good at assigning scores for purposes of
evaluation but not helpful for professional development or research into powerful
teaching. Finally, is it reliable and valid? Especially given some high stakes uses of
evaluations, scoring rubrics must have the appropriate psychometric properties. But
more important, they must capture what counts. If a rubric does not embody the values
that one hopes to support, its psychometric properties are of minor import.
The second part of this paper addressed questions of content specificity. The focus was
on mathematics instruction, but the issues apply to all of STEM education. We documented the ways in which three observation frameworks – the Framework for Teaching
(FfT), Mathematical Quality of Instruction (MQI), and Teaching for Robust
Understanding (TRU) – characterize three different classroom lessons. The numbers
involved are not important; all three frameworks can be used reliably, and, in Kane’s
(1992, 2013) terms, the frameworks have some validity, given the underlying values they
represent. The crucial issue is the substance represented by the numbers – just what does
each observation rubric deem important with regard to teaching and learning?
The discussion of Videos A and B shows that whether a rubric is discipline-specific or
general makes a difference. While there are certainly aspects of “good or bad pedagogy”
that are discipline-independent, it is also the case that one needs to have a deep understanding of the content to know whether the instruction is providing students with access
to the content and practices that truly comprise disciplinary proficiency. The videos also
suggest that there is some tension between observation frameworks that privilege certain
kinds of “demonstrate and practice” pedagogy and frameworks that privilege activity
structures that have students grapple, sometimes in messy ways, with complex ideas.
These are value judgments – and opting for one observation system or another means
making a value choice about what matters in classrooms. Specifically, a well-managed
STEM classroom in which students are only superficially engaged with interdisciplinary
content and applications might score well on a rubric that focuses largely on management
and is indifferent to content; conversely, a somewhat “messy” classroom in which
students are engaged in sense making might score poorly on that rubric. Content matters.
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But it’s not only content, it’s what’s taken to be important in that content. The
discussion of Video C indicates that, even when observation frameworks do attend to
disciplinary content and practices, the same instruction can be seen very differently.
What counts as a rich instructional environment in science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics, is in the eye of the beholder – and those values will be deeply
embedded in the coding rubric for any observation framework.10
Consider the three purposes for which observation rubrics are typically used. The
first is research. Here values matter both for the observation rubric and outcome
measures. Ultimately, one wants to identify which observation frameworks best get at
what counts in classrooms. But, “what counts” is a matter of values, not only for
observation rubrics but for outcome measures: how well do those outcome measures
represent the student proficiencies one would like to see? This is an ongoing research
issue, given that standards and assessments evolve.
The second is professional development (PD). Here too there are two sets of issues.
The first has to do with the values inherent in the observation framework. Every
framework privileges certain things – whether they be a form of pedagogy or a view
of what matters in disciplinary terms. Thus, using a particular observational framework
as a component of a PD system implies having chosen certain aspects of learning and
instruction as being more important than others. Those are consequential decisions. The
second set of issues has to do with potential utility for PD. Does the framework focus
on things that are not only important and consistent with intended learning goals and
values, but actually implementable as part of a PD program?
The third is evaluation. To put things simply, major decisions about the future of
teachers and schools should be grounded in what really, really matters.
In sum, the choice of observation framework, for any of the purposes above, is
consequential; such frameworks must be carefully examined to see how they are in
synch with one’s goals for using them. Our hope is that the discussions in this paper have
illustrated some of the issues involved in the use of observation frameworks, and will
support both their careful use and their improvement over time. The ways we conceptualize and assess STEM learning environments will shape the growth of the field.
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This is parallel to the issue of assessing student understanding. A test of STEM content can focus on things
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